
The Volunteering Life Project: 

Our philosophy:

IDC (Initiative et Développement Citoyen) is happy to welcome volunteers who 
want to know more about eco-green and community lifestyle. Our life is based 
on simplicity, service, sharing, learning, autonomy and internal deepening, and 
every being (humans, plants and animals) has an important role. If you find a 
common purpose with us and you resonate with it, join us and let’s co-create!

Intercultural exchange and personal growth

Learning by doing and in autonomy

Deeper connection with ourselves and nature

Non-Violence and Eco-Activism

Our goal is to promote an intercultural exchange and a mutual enrichment between the 
volunteers and our centre. New experiences and sharings in a foreign country usually provi-
de volunteers with personal and professional growth, which can increase youth employabili-
ty. Ideally after the project, each of them will have a more environment-oriented attitude and 
will keep on learning how to be a respectful citizen both socially and environmentally. 

Our centre is like a laboratory, where volunteers can explore their talents and interests in 
order to learn how to create, develop and accomplish different things. We provide guidan-
ce and workshops by professionals, through a non-formal education methodology. Becau-
se we firmly believe that the best way to learn is by doing.

Throughout the program we motivate all volunteers to go for an inner journey of 
self-knowledge, awareness and connection with themselves and nature. With diffe-
rent tools and activities like yoga, rituals, work in nature, etc., we want to share our 
love for the environment and the importance of being centered and in peace to really 
take care of ourselves, the others and everything around us.

Non-violence activism is a way of doing things that stems from a way of being. So, to act 
in a non-violent way, we first have to transform things and ideas in us, in order to express 
our (new) principles in everything that we do. Together with more ecologists and move-
ments, we create and collaborate in different actions, events and projects to work for 
peace and justice and create awareness of the environment.



To enter in a community flow we need some time of adaptation and learning, and we have established a structure of 
commitment depending on the time of the program (short or long term). Each volunteer has different gifts, abilities 
and interests, and they can find in which part of the project want to get more involved. We are an ‘experience labora-
tory’, where many initiatives can be presented and executed through sharing and learning processes.

If we start making changes in different aspects of our life, and we let go the old paradigmas and tendencies we lear-
ned from society, we can start making relevant changes in our well-being and in that of the whole world. So, in this 
project and during the first two months, we will challenge ourselves into a greener lifestyle through:
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1. Starting and learning how to change (first 2 months)

Community Lifestyle:

- Respect, tolerance and teamwork are the basis of our community.
- Everyone is important and we value the efforts and work of each of us.

- Reciprocity it’s a key concept from ancient communities. We should always 
look for the constant flow of giving and receiving within the community. 

Consumption:

- All materials we need for developing different projects we try to get them 
from recycling or reuse other materials we already have.

- Before buying something, we check if we have it or if we can use some 
alternative material.

- For food shopping: no more than 30% of the budget should go to plastic 
and/or processed food. 70% of what we buy should be fresh food, organic 

and/or from local producers.

Kitchen and food:

- We are mainly vegetarian. We should always go for low-impact, healthy, 
balanced and creative food.

- We cook for us and the others.  
- All food should be stored correctly and shared among everybody. 

- The Kitchen Agreements will be sent to volunteers before the arrival.



2. Practicing and incorporating a new lifestyle (from 3 months with
commitment to stay for 6 months)

3. Co-Creating projects and promoting a sustainable lifestyle (from 3
months with commitment to stay for 10 months)

DIY (Do It Yourself):

- Before buying it, we try to do different things and foods by our own (deodorant, tooth paste, bread, granola…). 
Check if there is a recipe or tutorial to do it ourselves. The idea is to always try to empower your creativity.
- With reused and natural materials, we will create and build new things.

Waste Management:

- We apply our Waste Management System, which includes recycling, composting and feeding the animals. 

Caring and Maintenance:
- Volunteers will learn how to take care of other living beings, like animals and plants.
- The tasks of cleaning and maintenaning the camping and the garden will be divided among the community. 

Awareness:

- Maybe the most important aspect of all, because from this aspect we can reach the others.
- In everything we do, we think about our impact and we activate our ability to discern and always choose the 
right action.

In addition to the projects listed above, volunteers staying for longer periods can present a personal project to work 
on, they can get more involved into the organizational projects, or have more responsibilities and become a task’s 
leader (garden manager, events coordinator, kitchen manager…). Like this, long-term volunteers have the chance 
to learn more about how to manage an organization and teach the new volunteers about some tasks and activities.

* We provide an environment where young people can experience a different lifestyle, one that is needed in order 
to stop our planet’s crisis. And, that they can become more resilient and empowered to share it with their families, 
friends and towns. We are eager to motivate eco-movement! So if after your project you want to continue supporting 
the sustainable and community lifestyle, we can also create a way to keep collaborating together.

After the first two months of project you will be able to apply everything that you’ve learned into the real life. You will 
have the chance to experience a real change in your lifestyle, always with the support of the community and the 
coordinators. You can also join a specific organization’s project or start working and developing your own personal 
project (just long term volunteers) of improvement of the infrastructure, logistics, promotion, etc.

* Hosting and Reception: administrative work
* Garden management
* Open Saturdays: Yoga + Workshops
* Eco-Activism: workshops, outside activities
* Eco-Building
* Intercultural and Languages Workshops at schools
* Communications: social media, photo and video
* Mushroom Growing!
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IDC Volunteering program:
Initiative et Devéloppement Citoyen is a cooperative born in April 
2010 in order to promote sustainable development, international 
mobility, active citizenship, mutual aid, ecological engagement and 
intercultural awareness. Thanks to all the years of experience and all 
the people that has passed by, IDC has redesigned its Volunteering 
Program in order to achieve in a better way the goals of Community 
and Green Lifestyle. 

- Every Monday (or Tuesday) there is a Weekly Plan Meeting, where 
the coordinator will share all the tasks of the week and their responsi-
bles. All doubts and suggestions should be shared!
- Every Friday there is a common activity between all the volunteers: 
workshop, campsite or surrounding’s cleaning.
- There is a yoga or meditation session every week, where all the team 
should assist.
- Once a month, there is an Emotions Meeting with the Director, in 
which everybody can express how they feel about the tasks, their 
personal development, etc.
- An individual meeting with the mentor must be coordinated once a 
month. 

- All volunteers stay in shared rooms in our mobile homes or wooden chalets. We supply all the bed sheets, covers 
and pillows.
- All mobile homes have a complete bathroom with hot water. Volunteers staying in wooden chalets should use the 
common toilets of the camping (great showers, also with hot water!) or the bathroom of another volunteer’s home.
- At IDC we are mainly vegetarian, but depending on the group, there is possibility to eat meat/chicken once a 
week. 
- Since we live in a quite area and the campsite is a peaceful place for us and the customers, loud sounds (music, 
conversations, cooking) should be turned off by 22h. Like this, we respect the resting time of everybody. 
- There is a sauna place available for volunteers and customers. To use it, first ask the coordinator. And of course, it 
should be cleaned after using it.
- There is wifi connection in all the common areas of the camping.
- We have available different books and instruments to be used by volunteers.
- We have a calendar of special events and important tasks accessible to everybody.
- We have a big natural area where you can chill and relax. During summer, the best places are under the trees.
- We follow the Waste Management System to keep our places always clean and tidy. 
- Alcohol consumption is not forbidden, but if you do it, we ask you to be conscious and responsible with the tasks 
and group.

Living in the Campsite

Our eco-labeled structure, a small campsite in the middle of nature, is 
based both on tourism and environment preservation, in an intercultu-

ral perspective. Far from those outdoor hotel spaces filled with facili-
ties, ours is an oasis of peace and serenity for campers, complying 

with sustainable tourism values.

We are based in Lastours, a small village in the South-West of France 
(Aude department), 18 km far from Carcassonne, the main city of the 
area, where the closest train station and supermarkets are. It’s a rural 

region living on agriculture, wine production and tourism. In fact 
Lastours, with its 80 inhabitants, has a long history: starting from the 
beginning of Middle Age it was a strategic hub for economic traffic 

from Spain to the rest of Europe. The four castles on the top of the rock 
are the direct testimonials of its power. Actually, thousands of tourists 

come every year to visit the castles and the close villages.



- Take care of the animals.
- Participate in daily life by cooking great and conscious food.
- Clean the common spaces and managing the waste.
- Take care of the green spaces, watering plants, maintaining 
trees and vegetables.
- Work in the organization’s projects or supporting a personal 
project from other volunteer.
- Make sure that the norms of the camping are being respected.
- Welcome customers and supporting the local staff in logistics
- Assist the team in event’s organization.
- Share knowledge on how to behave to reduce the human 
impact on the environment in our daily life.
- Participate and support in Youth Exchanges organized and 
hosted by the cooperative.
- Always contribute in building a positive atmosphere.

- Having the experience of a community life among people from different 
parts of the world.

- Learning the basics of Zero Waste.
- Living in and around nature.

- Learning how to organize and manage events.
- Learning how to cook delicious and low impact food from all over the world.

- Learning how to build with natural materials.
- Learning/improving french and/or english.

- Developing a curious mind and learning more about sustainability.
- Having yoga classes and being part of yoga retreats.

- Experiencing a deeper connection with nature.
- Obtaining a Youth Pass.

- Being supported by a group of professionals in terms of personal and 
vocational development.

Benefits and Opportunities

Common Tasks
There is a list of common tasks to be assigned among all the volunteers to assure the well maintenance and develo-
pment of the camping and the program. The work is only possible by the discipline of putting and returning energy, 
and working as a team. Each volunteer should pass through all the tasks, performing some of them with a partner. 
We ask the express commitment to those who are part of the family, to really dedicate their time and energy during 
the tasks. This energy that we give is for ourselves (own learning process) and an act of reciprocity towards all that 
we are receiving. Some of these tasks are:

Do you want to join our team?

Send your CV + Motivation Letter to
contact@lesjardiniersdelamobilite.fr

Subject: ESC + Name of the project / Contact person: Alicia Vargas

Discover more about IDC and the testimonies of volunteers:
https://initiativeetdeveloppementcitoyen.org/

Discover more about the campsite: http://campingdelastours.com/
Camping Le Belvédère

11600 Lastours, France / +00336 18 94 41 27
campingdelastours@orange.fr


